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Abstract

This paper presents elasto-plastic response and recoil analysis of two-dimensional

honeycombs. The architecture studied here possesses cell wall bending as the

dominant mechanism of deformation. Elasto-plastic analysis of cell walls, in

conjunction with the kinematics of the deformation of the lattice, enables us to

obtain closed form plastic response as well as recoil upon unloading. Elastic-

perfectly plastic cell wall material is considered. A smooth apparent structural

response is observed although the material model is piece-wise linear. The ap-

parent Poisson’s ratio of the porous honeycomb material, in the plastic regime, is

derived from the lateral response calculation. In the non-linear regime of defor-

mation, the Poisson’s ratio of honeycombs remains independent of the apparent

strain of the lattice. A parametric study of the non-linear response involving

systematic changes in the parameters is carried out. This suggests the existence

of non-dimensional groups that could provide response relationship valid for

all geometric and material parameters. Scaling arguments are developed and a

scaling ansatz is proposed which leads to data collapse, based upon which, a fam-

ily of honeycombs can be analytically characterised for elasto-plastic response.

Data collapse thus obtained provides a master-curve for structure-property re-

lationship for plasticity of honeycombs which separates the individual cell wall

mechanics from the lattice kinematics.
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1. Introduction

Materials with lattice architecture at the mesoscopic length scales are fre-

quently used in engineering. For example, sandwich constructions in aeronau-

tical applications frequently use honeycombs in their core, designed to resist

shear deformation. Materials such as those used in electromechanical sensors,5

automotive catalytic converters, impact and sound absorption devices [1, 2] fre-

quently make use of the cellular and porous internal geometry to achieve specific

functions. Biomaterials and scaffolds often possess lattice geometry to allow cell

proliferation and growth in addition to providing the mechanical stiffness and

strength of the implant during their deployment and service. More recently,10

with the advent of acoustic meta-material, the promise of tailoring acoustic

waves has opened new possibilities in the area of structured materials. Inter-

estingly, the mechanical properties achieved by lattice materials are frequently

superior to those of the corresponding constituent solid [1] and this is achieved

by placing material where it is needed. For many applications, elastic analysis15

alone is not sufficient. For example, material for energy absorption and the per-

formance of biomedical implants such as cardiovascular stent require detailed

elasto-plastic response and springback calculations. Stents are cellular scaffolds

that are expanded during surgery to the post-plastic state in order to open

blocked blood vessels permanently. Further, a quantitative prediction of recoil20

is also required in this context because one needs to know the post-ballooning

diameter of the stents. Helmets and sport protections are often made of lattice

structures, because of their energy absorption capability. Their core is designed

to accommodate plastic deformation when subjected to heavy loadings [3]. Due

to the wide applicability of such lattice material and periodic structures, a sound25

understanding of their mechanical behaviour is critical for their design.

When lattice materials are remotely loaded in tension, the response is ini-

tially linear which is followed by plastic deformations. Once the load is removed,

the elastic deformation is recovered whilst the deformation associated with the

plastic behaviour is permanent. This is known as elastic recoil or spring back.30
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The calculation of linear elastic response and collapse analysis using plastic

hinge theory for hexagonal honeycombs was provided by Gibson and Ashby [1].

Linear elastic analysis was extended to geometrically non-linear behaviour at

large deformations by Hu and et al. [4]. Following the seminal work of Gibson

and Ashby [1], a large body of literature on the linear mechanics and engineer-35

ing of cellular materials has appeared. This includes the investigation of the

role of the nodes at the intersection of the inclined and vertical members on the

elastic properties [5], in addition to experimental work in the area of impact

and crushing [6, 7]. Further, buckling instability of such honeycombs under

compressive loading has been studied by Haghpanah et al. [8]. The mechanics40

of spring back has been extensively explored previously to model metal forming

processes. However, it has not been studied yet in the field of architectured

materials, since it firstly requires the determination of the complete nonlinear

lattice response after yielding. A detailed elasto-plastic analysis followed by

recoil upon unloading seems to be missing in the literature. The present work45

fills the gap between the known results for elastic response and the collapse

limit via the intermediate stages of non-linear plastic response. The apparent

Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio fully characterise the elastic response of

lattice structures. For the non-linear apparent elasto-plastic response, we need

the complete stress-strain relationship. A regular hexagonal honeycomb geom-50

etry has been considered here in order to facilitate analytical calculations and

also to provide a benchmark solution for future development in the area.

The lattice geometry considered here lends itself to bending dominance and

formation of plastic hinges upon loading which manifests into desirable proper-

ties such as energy absorption capability [9, 10]. The hexagonal honeycomb is55

one of the most frequently studied configurations over the years in the cellular

materials field. A reason for this is the potential applicability of the results

obtained from regular hexagonal honeycombs to other cellular structures that

exhibit bending dominance. Methods have been developed previously to anal-

yse honeycombs when they deform elastically. In the early 1980s, Abd El-Sayed60

et al. [11] studied hexagonal honeycombs analytically by using beam theory to
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model the cell walls. They calculated the in-plane Young’s moduli, Poisson’s

ratio and the plastic collapse load. The geometry that they considered has cell

walls of double thickness parallel to one direction than the other two. Gibson

and Ashby [1] considered a hexagonal lattice with identical cell walls which65

leads to isotropic bulk behaviour for regular hexagonal honeycombs. They used

a unit cell approach informally and derived apparent linear elastic properties

there from. The use of a repetitive unit in large numbers helps the manufac-

ture of this class of materials and structures [12, 13] that possess translational

symmetry. Theoretically, translational symmetry inherent in the geometry facil-70

itates closed form analysis. In the present work, we make use of this periodicity

in order to be able to analytically calculate the response during loading and

unloading of such lattice material past the yield. The material considered is

elastic-perfectly plastic, which is a frequently used idealisation in analytical

work.75

The plastic limit behaviour of cellular material subjected to in-plane com-

pressive load has been extensively studied in the past using a combination of

experimental and analytical approaches. When subjected to compression, the

failure of the lattice can be due to elastic buckling or plastic collapse of the struts.

Gibson and Ashby [1] used the plastic hinge theory to obtain the collapse limit80

of honeycombs. This approach is based on the mechanics of cell collapse, when

the moment in a cell wall equals the fully-plastic moment of the cross section.

Menges and Knipschild [14] estimated the ‘elastic’ failure stress by assuming

that the collapse of the cells corresponds to the buckling of the struts. However,

such approach greatly overestimates the failure stress for crushed honeycombs85

[15]. Klintworth and Stronge [15] combined elastic buckling modes and plas-

tic collapse modes, that are geometrically similar, to obtain the elasto-plastic

crushing modes of honeycomb. Taking into account the interaction between

these two phenomena allowed a more accurate estimation of the collapse stress.

Before the fully plastic moment within a section of a strut is reached, the cell90

walls start to deform plastically, if buckling does not occur. An analysis of this

process is missing in the Klintworth and Stronge model [15]. Zhu and Mills [16]
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studied the effects of the material parameters on the elastic and plastic collapse

of honeycombs with different relative densities. Three plastic collapse modes

are found by Karagiozova and Yu [17] in the deformation of regular hexagonal95

honeycombs. By using the plastic hinge theory, they studied the preferable de-

formation mode under prescribed loading conditions based on the principle of

the lowest internal energy. Chuang and Huang [18] studied the yield surface for

an hexagonal honeycombs with plateau borders using the plastic hinge theory.

They presented the combination of loading at which the material within the100

struts reaches its yield point. This was further extended for five other types

of cell configurations by Wang and McDowell [19]. Crushing of honeycombs

has been experimentally studied by Papka et al. [20] in order to examine the

three regimes that honeycombs show during compression–linear, plateau and

densification regions. Such experimental results were compared with numerical105

simulations, which gave a higher stiffness and plateau stress. This can be due

to geometric imperfections arising during the manufacturing process of hon-

eycombs. Some years later, the same authors studied in-depth the influence of

imperfections on the mechanical properties of honeycombs [21]. Using numerical

simulation, Chen et al. [22] brought out the effect of defects on the hydrostatic110

yield strength of foams. A numerical study of plastic deformation of a hon-

eycomb and Voronoi structures has been performed by Mangipudi et al. [23],

who used the finite element approach to account for the gradual plasticisation

of cell walls. They focused the analysis on the combination of material hard-

ening and geometric hardening–due to the reorientation of inclined struts–on115

the plastic deformation during in-plane tensile loading. The review of literature

reveals that analytical studies to calculate the elasto-plastic response and recoil

of honeycomb structures is missing. Motivated by this, here we present analyti-

cally obtained plastic response, recoil, followed by their parametric dependence.

A scaling ansatz and a master-curve, that captures this behaviour, is derived120

further.

In this work, we ignore the geometric non-linearity due to large deflection of

the cell walls. This choice is deliberate as the motivation of the present work is
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to study the role of structural and material parameters in the plastic response

of honeycombs. We do acknowledge, however, that there may be significant125

geometric non-linearity present in the response of the actual lattice structure–

presently excluded from consideration. In a similar manner, shear effects within

the cell walls and their stretch deformations have been ignored and the analysis

is restricted to the thin cell wall idealisation. These effects could be potentially

included in the analysis (e.g. by the use of Timoshenko shear correction fac-130

tors, or by allowing cell walls to extend along their length)–deemed unnecessary

and a distraction to the main motivation of the present work. The validity of

these simplifications, in order to facilitate the analysis, has been carried out

numerically which gives confidence in our approach.

This paper is organised as follows. An analytical method to calculate the135

non-linear response due elasto-plastic cell wall bending is formulated in the next

section. This accounts for partial plasticity through the thickness, and along

the length, of a cell wall. Following this, a method of calculation of spring

back upon removal of external in-plane load is presented. Illustrative examples,

results and discussions are presented in Section 3. Dependence of response upon140

the parameters of the honeycomb are systematically studied and the scaling laws

thus identified. Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4.

2. Cell wall plasticity and the apparent response of lattices

Consider an infinite two-dimensional cellular sheet, which is loaded remotely

by a uniaxial stress (σ∞) as shown in figure 1 (a). While the state of stress in145

any real structure is three dimensional, it is reasonable to treat the problem as

one of plane stress when the dimension in the depth direction b is significantly

smaller than the typical dimensions within the plane. Further, for thin cell

walls, one-dimensional models are adequate. The constituent cell wall mate-

rial is assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic, thus no hardening occurs beyond150

yield; the stress-strain relationship is idealised in figure 1 (b). Here E is the

Young’s modulus and σy the yield stress of the cell wall material. The geomet-
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ric parameters of the honeycomb are defined in figure 1 (c). In many practical

honeycombs, the thickness of the vertically aligned cell walls is 2t which results

from manufacturing considerations, as such honeycombs are often fabricated155

by bonding several sheets of the material together with periodically placed gaps

and pulling them apart to form honeycombs. However, we restrict our attention

to honeycombs of equal cell wall thickness t, as also considered by Gibson and

Ashby [24].
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Figure 1: (a) An infinite honeycomb sheet, loaded remotely as shown, (b) Stress-strain re-
lationship that describes the material behaviour of the cell walls (c) geometric parameters
associated with a typical hexagonal cell.

When a honeycomb is loaded with a uniaxial remote stress, the cell walls160

bend and stretch. A typical inclined cell wall before deformation is shown us-
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ing the straight line AB in figure 2 (a). The stretch part is ignored here; the

deformed shape taken by the cell wall is shown in figure 2 (a) using the curve

AB′. This can be justified on the grounds that the topology of the lattice is

kinematically mobile leading to a bending dominated behaviour [25]. Significant165

stretch will be present for θ → 0◦; we have ignored such extreme cases. Results

are presented for θ > 15◦ for which, in the following sections, we obtain ana-

lytical results based on this simplification. They agree well with computations

which include stretch–thus justifying the approach. The so-called P − δ effect

is also neglected as its exclusion does not affect the results in the subsequent170

sections–this is confirmed by comparing analytical results against numerical

computations.

The free body diagram of a typical inclined cell wall is shown in figure 2

(b). The remote stress σ∞, parallel to the x -direction (horizontal), is applied

to an infinite honeycomb sheet. Mirror symmetry about the vertical cell walls,

combined with equilibrium, dictates that the force along the y-direction Fy is

equal to zero. The force along the x -direction Fx and the moment M at location

ξ along the length are respectively given by [1]

Fx = σ∞(h+ l sin θ)b and M = Fx sin θl(ξ − 1/2). (1)

Here, b is the depth of cell walls perpendicular to the plane of the honeycomb

and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, ξ = x/l, is the non-dimensional coordinate along the cell wall.

Plasticity introduces nonlinearity in the response. While many engineering175

problems require analysis to ensure stresses below the plastic limit, in applica-

tions such as the deployment of biomedical stents, or crash during impact, a

detailed knowledge of the energy absorbed during the plastic phase of defor-

mation is required. Further, there is no practical interest in response beyond

collapse–the point when the cross-section of a cell wall becomes fully plastic. In180

case of tubular lattice structures such as stents, this corresponds to the collapse

pressure: again beyond which there is no practical interest. Hence the analysis

presented here is restricted to point when the collapse mechanisms are formed.
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Figure 2: (a) Cell wall bending under remote horizontal stress applied in the x-direction. A
typical undeformed cell wall is denoted by the inclined straight line AB. The deformed state
of the same cell wall is shown by the curve AB′ when plotted in a coordinate system attached
to the root; (b) Free body diagram of an inclined cell wall under remote stress; (c) Bending
moment distribution along a cell wall AB.

The usual assumptions of thin beam theory are accepted here. Firstly, plane

cross-sections are assumed to remain plane upon bending. Secondly, the length185

of the cell wall l is much greater than the cross-section dimensions; therefore,

strain energy due to shear stresses can be ignored. This is commonly accepted

for the flexural response of thin structures even when shear stress may not be

insignificant, because it is the relative importance of the energy terms that de-

termines what deformations could be excluded from consideration. The present190

approach makes use of the stress distribution across each cross section to calcu-

late the curvature, which is then related to the deflection. The symmetry of the

geometry dictates that the deformed cell walls have a point of inflection at their

length-wise centre. Being an inflection point implies that ∂2w/∂ξ2 = 0 and,

therefore, the absence of bending moment at the relevant cross-section. Here195

w(ξ) is the deflection of the cell wall at ξ transverse to the cell wall orientation.

Thus half of the cell wall reduces to a problem of elasto-plastic bending of a

cantilever beam with tip loading which has both axial and transverse force com-

ponents, but is moment-free. Again, the symmetry ensures that the cell wall

joints do not rotate during the application of the remote stress.200

Cantilever beams under plastic deformation and spring back have been pre-

viously studied by Yu and Johnson [26] in the context of forming of sheet metal
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parts. The calculation of the load-curvature relationship for a cantilever beam

subjected to a tip load at arbitrary inclination, can now be adapted to obtain

the response of lattice structures subjected to remote stresses. The bending205

distribution moment along the cell walls due to remote loading needs to be cal-

culated first. The cell walls are subjected to a concentrated force and a flexural

moment at the two ends, as shown in figure 2 (b). The bending moment dis-

tribution along a cell wall AB caused by the applied loads is shown in figure 2

(c).210

The maximum bending moment along the length of the cell wall appears at

the two extremes and is given by

M∗ = Fx sin θ(l/2) = σ∞bl sin θ(h+ l sin θ)/2. (2)

The shape of the plastic zone within the cell walls can now be analytically cal-

culated, once we realise that there are three qualitatively different distributions

over a cross-section possible (see e.g. Johnson [26]). The extent of plasticity215

depends upon the combinations of M , the bending moment at any cross-section

along the cell wall, and N , the axial force. Figure 3 shows the three possible

distributions of the elastic/plastic regions through the thickness of a cell wall:

(1) completely elastic stress distribution, (2) primary plastic stress distribution:

here yield occurs only on one side of the beam (PI ), and (3) secondary plastic220

stress distribution: here yield occurs on both sides of the beam (PII ).

All the fibres in the cross-section do not plastically deform simultaneously

which leads to the formation of plastic zones of non-trivial shape within cell

walls. When a cross-section is partially plastic, outer fibres plastically deform

but the inner fibres remain elastic. The two plastic regimes can be identified

in the cell walls via cross-sections labelled (2) and (3) respectively, as shown in

figure 3. Parts of the cell wall remain completely elastic–such a typical section

is denoted by (1) in the figure. Note that ξ1 and ξ2 represent the boundaries

of the primary and secondary plastic regimes along the inclined cell wall. Thus
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Figure 3: Half of a cell wall modelled as a thin beam simultaneously in flexure and axial
tension. The coordinate system is attached to the left end. Note the depth of penetration
of plasticity varies along the length and through the thickness of the cell wall giving rise
to the shape of the plastic zone as schematically shown. The through-the-thickness stress
distribution is shown at three cross-sections along the length at stations (1), (2) and (3).

ξ > ξ2, ξ1 ≤ ξ ≤ ξ2, 0 ≤ ξ ≤ ξ1 are the regions of completely elastic, PI and

PII deformations respectively. Since the force Fx is inclined at an angle θ to

the horizontal, the shear and the axial components of the force at the end are

given by  P = Fx sin θ = σ∞ sin θ(h+ l sin θ)b

N = Fx cos θ = σ∞ cos θ(h+ l sin θ)b.
(3)

Having established the relationship between the lattice parameters and the re-

mote stress with the forces and moments at the centre of the span of a cell wall,

we are now in a position to work out the elastic and plastic response.

Since the centre of a cell wall at ξ = 1/2 is a moment-free point, the analysis225

of [26] becomes applicable. The load-curvature relationship [26]
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φ = m for wholly elastic

φ = 4(1− n)/

(
3− m

1− n

)2

for PI

φ = 1/
√

3(1− n2)− 2m for PII

(4)

can now be used. The dimensionless moment m = |M | /Me, axial force n =

|N | /Ne and curvature φ = |κ| /κe =
∣∣∂2w/∂ξ2∣∣ /κe are used in equations (4).

Me = σybh
2/6, Ne = σybh, κe = 2σy/(Eh) are the reference quantities for

moment, axial force and curvature. Expressions for n and m∗, the dimensionless230

value of m at the root of a cell wall, are given by

n = (σ∞/σy) [1 + (l/h) sin θ] cos θ (5)

m∗ = 3(σ∞/σy)(l/h) sin θ [1 + (l/h) sin θ]

which depend on the remote stress and the geometry of the lattice as well as

that of cell walls. The value of the axial force n remains unchanged along

the length of a cell wall. Equation (4) represents a set of three second order

linear differential equations due to the presence of the term φ =
∣∣∂2w/∂ξ2∣∣ /κe,235

each valid for the three separated regions. In order to calculate the cell wall

deflection, the above expressions in equation (4) must be integrated in each

region and the boundary conditions at the left end need to be used to solve

the differential equations. The stress distribution is asymmetric with respect to

the centre of the beam. Therefore, the deflection along the whole beam under240

elasto-plastic loading can be obtained by integrating equations (4) along half

of the beam and then copying the solution onto the remaining half, noting the

two-fold rotational symmetry of the deflected shape.

Having considered the mechanics of an individual cell wall, the apparent

elasto-plastic response can now be calculated analytically for the complete lat-245

tice. Apparent properties are those that describe the behaviour of structural

material as if the lattice were filled with homogeneous matter possessing these
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properties. Such properties are denoted within angular brackets in subsequent

discussions. The change in the overall vertical and horizontal dimensions, when

a uniaxial load is applied at infinity, are related to the projections of the tip250

displacement along the horizontal and vertical directions of cell walls, as shown

in figure 2 (a). The horizontal and vertical projections of a cell wall, before the

application of remote stress, are lx and ly, respectively. The changes in projec-

tions of the deformed cell wall upon the application of remote stress are denoted

respectively by ∆lx and ∆ly. The stretch deformation is ignored, therefore the255

length of the cell wall is unchanged. Axial stretch of the cell walls is ignored even

though the effect of axial force in shifting the neutral axis is included in our sub-

sequent calculations. Therefore the segment BB′ in figure 2 (a)is perpendicular

to the undeformed cell wall orientation. As stated in the introductory section,

geometric nonlinearity resulting from nonlinear strain displacement relationship260

in the cell wall bending kinematics is ignored too.

Using the tip deflection expression developed in [26], changes in the projec-

tions of an inclined cell wall, along and across the application of the load, can

be calculated as

∆lx =
4l2σy
hE

{
1

6
m∗[2− ξ22(3− ξ2)] +

{
m∗

2

[
1−

(
1− n
m∗

)2
]

+

(
dη

dξ

)
2

}
(1− ξ2) + η2

}
sin θ

∆ly =
4l2σy
hE

{
1

6
m∗[2− ξ22(3− ξ2)] +

{
m∗

2

[
1−

(
1− n
m∗

)2
]

+

(
dη

dξ

)
2

}
(1− ξ2) + η2

}
cos θ

(6)

where η2 and

(
dη

dξ

)
2

represent the normalised transverse displacement and265

rotation of a cell wall at ξ2, where η = wtE/(2l2σy) is the non-dimensional

transverse displacement. These changes in the projection of the cell wall along

and across the loading, given by ∆lx and ∆ly respectively, are implicit functions

of the remote stress σ∞ via expressions (5) for n and m∗.

An expression for the displacement transverse to a cell wall can be found
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for each point along the cell wall. Each combination of n and m results in

a different cell wall stress distribution. Therefore, a different load-curvature

expression from the three cases in equation (4) must be used while integrating

the curvature relationships. The change in the overall dimensions of the lattice

is completely determined by the tip displacement of the inclined cell wall and the

lattice geometry. Thus, the calculation of the tip displacement of an inclined cell

wall is the crucial part of the present analysis. The apparent strains in directions

parallel and perpendicular to loading as functions of the remote stress σ∞ and

the lattice parameters are given by

ε
‖
app =

√
∆l2x + ∆l2y tan θ/l and ε⊥app = 2

√
∆l2x + ∆l2y cos θ/(2l sin θ + h).

(7)

Here
√

∆l2x + ∆l2y = wtip is the deflection of the tip of a cell wall with respect to270

the root. The above is a closed form analytical expression for the functional form

ε
‖
app(σ∞) and ε⊥app(σ∞) which relates remote stress σ∞ to the components of the

apparent strain of the cellular sheet, in the direction of, and lateral to, loading.

The remote stress implicitly appears inside the expressions for ∆lx(m∗, n) and

∆ly(m∗, n) which, in turn, contain the remote stress within the expressions for275

m∗(σ∞) and n(σ∞).

The above development is generic for any lattice having the geometry of a cell

described by figure 1 (c). This includes negative angle θ which provides us with

the interesting opportunity to examine the elasto-plastic response of lattices

with apparent auxetic behaviour in the post-plasticity regime of deformation.280

The spring back behaviour of infinite lattices can now be analytically as-

sessed by considering the unloading scenario. The elastic recovery is via a

linear path on the stress-strain plane. Since different points within the lattice

are at different levels of plasticity, the residual plastic deformation has a spa-

tial distribution within the honeycomb. In order to analytically calculate the285

spring back of lattice materials, unloading of the bent cell walls must be taken

into consideration to determine their final curvature. As previously done for
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the loading calculations, the unloaded configuration of the key points on lattice

can be calculated by focussing the attention to the tip deflection of a bent cell

wall upon elastic recovery. The elastic deflections corresponding to the moment290

applied at a section must be subtracted from the deflections before unloading.

The x- and y-components of the permanent tip deflection of the cell wall with

respect to its root are thus given by

wpermanent
x = ∆lx −

2

3

m∗l2σy
tE

sin θ (8)

wpermanent
y = ∆ly −

2

3

m∗l2σy
tE

cos θ

where the first term in each of the two expressions is given by equation (6).

After the removal of the external load, the residual stress distribution over a295

cross-section must be self-equilibrated.

3. Results and discussions

Analytical results as well as computational verifications for response in the

plastic range, spring back and recoil, and lateral response leading to apparent

Poisson’s contraction for elasto-plasticity are provided in this section. The effect300

of ignoring stretch deformation, in order to facilitate analysis in the previous

section, is also brought out. These results are organised into several subsections

with relevant discussions contained there in.

3.1. Non-linear elasto-plastic response of honeycombs

Having developed analytical expressions for the response of a honeycomb305

sheet beyond yielding–by incorporating elasto-plastic response of thin cell walls

into the calculation, we are now in a position to quantitatively present the

apparent non-linear response of such structured material. When remote stress is

applied, the initial phase of the response will be purely elastic, as the cell walls

are under completely recoverable elastic deformation. In this phase, remote310

stress varies linearly with the apparent strain in the direction of the applied
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Figure 4: Tensile stress-strain curves for an infinite honeycomb sheet subjected to a remote
uniaxial stress along the x-direction. The normalised stress σ∗∞ = σ∞/σCollapse is plotted
against the apparent strain parallel to the direction of the application of the load. The slope
of the apparent stress-strain curve equals the apparent Young’s modulus 〈E〉 of the lattice;the
tangent modulus diminishes beyond yielding.

loading–the slope being a measure of the apparent Young’s modulus 〈E〉 of the

honeycomb. This behaviour is well documented and thoroughly studied in the

past by Gibson et al. [1, 24]. The apparent modulus of elasticity was calculated

using the implicit but closed form equation (6) for low values of remote stress315

such that all material points on the honeycomb are within the elastic limit. This

requires turning the displacements into apparent strain quantities (equation

(7)). The values thus obtained for the apparent modulus match extremely well

(up to 4 significant figures) with the well known benchmark results (Gibson

and Ashby [24]). This provides a validation for the more general expression320

developed in this paper up to the point of transition to plasticity. The part of

the curve in figure 4 from the origin up to the point labelled ‘onset of plasticity’

represents this validation.

Consider now an infinite regular lattice shown in figure 1 (a) subjected to

a remote in-plane stress along the x -direction such that cell walls yield beyond325
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the elastic limit. Equation (6) together with equation (7) can be taken as the

apparent stress-strain relationship for the honeycomb under plastic deformation.

This implicit but analytical relationship requires eliminating ∆lx and ∆ly. The

remote stress σ∞ enters (6) indirectly via the terms m (whose maximum value

along the cell wall length is m∗) and n according to the expressions in equation330

(5). The results of these calculations are shown in figure 4, where the stress at

infinity has been normalised with respect to the collapse stress σ∞/σCollapse =

σ∗∞; the collapse stress is the value of the remote stress which corresponds to

the cell wall cross-section at the joints becoming fully plastic. The generic

feature of this curve is an initially linear elastic phase extending up to the335

onset of plasticity followed by a nonlinear regime. Note also that the tangent

modulus at the onset of plasticity shows continuity, i.e. the apparent stress vs

apparent strain curve is smooth at the transition from elasticity to plasticity.

This is in contrast with the constitutive law for the parent material which shows

discontinuity of tangent modulus at the point of yielding. This is because,340

while the material stress-strain curve is not differentiable at the point of elastic-

to-plastic transition, the strain energy density is continuous with respect to

material strain and the evolution of plastic zone is without a jump. This leads

smoothness (hence differentiability) of the remote stress with respect to apparent

strain for the lattice. In other words, the whole structure does not become345

plastic simultaneously; so despite discontinuity in the tangent modulus of the

parent material, the apparent modulus of the cellular solids is continuous.

Two arbitrary points along the apparent stress-strain curve are marked in

figure 4 (labelled ‘1’ and ‘2’). The corresponding contours of elastic-plastic

region boundaries are shown in the inset for a section of the cell wall. The350

three sets of contour lines labelled ‘1’, ‘2’, and ‘Collapse’ correspond to the

corresponding labelled points on the apparent stress-strain curve. The solid

lines in the inset are associated with tensile stress whereas the dotted lines with

compressive stress. These lines denote the boundary between the elastic region

and the plastic region for different phases of plasticity. All points between these355

curves and the outermost fibres are plastic. Curves above and below the neutral
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Figure 5: (a) Elasto-plastic deformation of an infinite honeycomb sheet subjected to a remote
tensile stress along the x direction. (b) Spring back of the same sheet as in (a)–note that the
horizontal shrinkage is accompanied by a lateral extension during spring back.

axis show a minor asymmetry which is apparent on closer inspection–the reason

for asymmetry being the presence of axial loading on the compressive side and

the tensile side of flexural response, thus changing the stress distribution over

the cross-section that lacks symmetry with respect to loading. The deformed360

shape of the lattice as calculated for the non-linear plastic regime is shown in

figure 5 (a).

When the remote stress is further increased, the apparent tangent modulus

continues to decrease until the cross-section at the root of a cell wall becomes

completely plastic. The total moment at this cross-section equals that corre-365

sponding to a plastic hinge. We would refer to this remote stress as the collapse

stress because the lattice is unable to resist any greater remote stress. The re-

mote stress corresponding to collapse was given by Gibson and Ashby [1] and the

values obtained here confirm this. However, the non-linear curve bridging the

linear part of the response to the point of collapse has not been reported before.370

The present work fills the gap between the previously known elastic limit and

the completely plastic extreme via new results in the non-linear response range

as well as recoil. This is further characterised qualitatively and quantitatively

in the subsequent sections.
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3.2. Unloading and recoil375

Consider now the unloading problem from the post-plasticity phase. Fre-

quently one needs to quantitatively assess the permanent strain and deforma-

tion after a piece of lattice material has undergone plastic deformation. For

example, for repetitive structures such as cardiovascular stents, there is a need

to know the recoil of the structure post-plastic phase in order to know the shape380

of the medical device after its deployment. Radial recoil is a key-performance

parameter during stent deployment which can be related to the recoil of flat

lattice structures. Since we are concerned only with the generic hexagonal lat-

tices in the present paper, we will not make these connections here. Plasticity

calculations are also critical for calculations involving crash and impact. In all385

these practical situations, previously known linear elastic response calculations

are not adequate–this highlights the motivation and enhances the value of the

the present work.

The apparent stress-strain curve of the lattice is dependent on the unloading

path on the material law of the parent material as well as the lattice geometry.390

Assuming the strain recovery to be linear and parallel to the loading path on

the material curve, the residual apparent plastic strain and spring back of the

lattice are calculated here. They are shown using dotted lines with an arrow in

figure 4. The return shows a path parallel to the apparent modulus of elasticity

during elastic loading. This is expected because the recovery has been assumed395

to follow a linear stress-strain law with the modulus of elasticity the same as

that of a the parent material in the cell walls. Consider that the remote stress is

now removed. The deformation related to the elastic part is recovered; therefore

only the permanent plastic deformation remains within the structure. The final

shape after the spring back is shown in figure 5 (b).400

In order to quantify the spring back of a lattice, it is useful to define the

percentage recoil R for a lattice as

R =

(
Lel−pl − Lpl

Lel−pl − L0

)
× 100. (9)
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Figure 6: (a) Percentage recoil for a honeycomb sheet loaded remotely along the x-direction.
(b) The dependence of the apparent lateral strain ε⊥ on the apparent longitudinal strain ε||.
The slope that represents the apparent Poisson’s ratio 〈ν〉 of honeycomb is same and constant
in elastic and plastic regimes.

Here L0 is the initial length of the sheet, Lel−pl the length of the hexagonal

sheet when loaded at infinity and Lpl its length upon removal of the load, thus

only plastic deformation remains within the structure. Having taken a unit

cell approach, the expression for R obtained here is valid for an infinite lattice.

This parameter has been plotted in figure 6 (a). Recoil is observed along as405

well as across the loading-unloading directions. Lateral response and recoil are

discussed next.

3.3. Apparent Poisson-contraction

The horizontal and vertical responses, as well as percentage recoil, are found

to be equal for a regular hexagonal lattice. This is a manifestation of the fact410

that the apparent Poisson’s ratio equals 1 for regular hexagonal honeycombs.

The apparent stress-strain curve along the direction perpendicular to the ap-

plication of the load is not shown here as it shows a behaviour very similar to

figure 4, except that the strain is negative indicating that the structure shrinks

laterally.415

The apparent Poisson’s ratio is defined as the negative of the ratio of the
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Figure 7: (a) Deformation of an auxetic lattice structure through plastic phase when tensile
loading is applied in the horizontal direction. Note the accompanying lateral expansion. (b)
Spring back upon release of load showing longitudinal as well as lateral contraction.

lateral strain to the the applied strain

〈ν〉 = −ε
⊥

ε‖
= −∆ly

ly

lx
∆lx

, (10)

where the changes in the projection of the inclined cell wall ∆lx and ∆ly in the

x- and y-directions are respectively given by

∆ly = wtip cos θ and ∆lx = wtip sin θ, (11)

where wtip is the deflection of an inclined cell wall relative to its root transverse

to the inclination of the cell wall (figure 2 a)–the common leading terms between

the two expressions in equation (6). Gibson et al. showed (see [1]) that the

apparent Poisson’s ratio 〈ν〉 during linear elastic response equals 1 for regular

hexagonal honeycombs. Under elastic deformation, the apparent Poisson’s ratio420

is completely independent of the constituent material properties for thin walled

cellular solids as argued by Bhaskar [27]. It is not obvious as to how the apparent

Poisson’s ratio 〈ν〉 would change in the non-linear regime of deformation.

Dimensional and scaling arguments, in situations where exact answers are

difficult to obtain, are often very effective [28, 29]. Following the approach
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in [27], the tip deflection of a cell wall with respect to its root wtip has the

functional form

wtip = f(geometry, E, ν), (12)

while the lengths along the x- and the y-direction are dependent on the lattice

geometry, i.e.

lx = f(geometry) , ly = f(geometry). (13)

From equations (10) and (11), it is apparent that the tip displacement wtip,

which depends on the material properties, is cancelled out from the expression425

of 〈ν〉. Therefore the apparent Poisson’s ratio becomes a function entirely of

geometric parameters lx, ly, sin θ and cos θ. Thus the dimensional argument

combined with the kinematics and mechanics of cell wall deformation dictate

the apparent Poisson’s ratio should be the same as that for the elastic limit

lattice response, which is known to be equal to 1. This is confirmed by the430

detailed calculations as shown in figure 6 (b) which shows the dependence of

the transverse strain as a function of the longitudinal strain–the slope of this

curve being unity for the entire range of elasto-plasticity.

3.4. Plastic response and spring back of auxetic lattices

Most real materials exhibit positive Poisson’s ratio as the material shrinks in435

the direction lateral to the that of loading. However, there has been recent in-

terest in structured material that show apparent negative Poisson’s ratio. Such

material, when loaded in one direction, respond by expanding in the lateral

direction and are known as auxetic [30, 31]. Simple models of auxetic planar

material can be constructed by rendering the hexagons to be non-convex. This440

is easily achieved by allowing the angle θ in figure 1 (c) to be negative. When

such a structure is subjected to tensile remote stress, it will simultaneously ex-

tend along, and lateral to, the direction of loading. Elastic response of such
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auxetic material can be predicted using the theory previously presented by Gib-

son and Ashby [1]. Here we present the elasto-plastic response of such auxetic445

lattice in figure 7 (a). The apparent stress-strain curve can now be calculated

analytically (not shown for sake of brevity); it has trends similar to those of

non-auxetic lattices–there is a proportional regime of completely recoverable

elasticity followed by a softening part that is continuous and differentiable, de-

spite the constitutive relationship for the parent material of the cell walls being450

piece-wise linear. Upon release of the remote stress, the spring back also shows

auxetic behaviour in that the lattice shrinks in both directions simultaneously

(see figure 7 b).

When auxetic honeycombs are stretched or compressed in a given direction,

the apparent lateral strain is tensile or compressive respectively. This does not455

mean that the cell walls would be in significant axial compression. Hence buck-

ling of cell walls is not considered as bending continues to be the only dominant

mechanism of cell walls deformation. This would not be the case, however, if the

material is laterally constrained forcing cell wall buckling. Lateral constraint

can lead to cell wall buckling even for non-auxetic architectures. Such situations460

are kept out of consideration here.

3.5. The effect of cell wall stretch and geometric non-linearity

The model of cell wall plasticity developed here ignores stretch. It proves

to be technically cumbersome to include the stretch deformation when the de-

formation is plastic because of the invalidity of the superposition principle for465

non-linear response. However, the effect can be easily assessed computationally

and this is presented in figure 8. The solid line represents the analytically calcu-

lated plastic response of a lattice for the elastic-perfectly plastic material model

ignoring stretch and geometric non-linearity. The dashed line in the figure rep-

resents computational results based on a unit cell (as shown in the inset; note470

that hexagon is not a unit cell). The agreement between the analytical results

presented here and the computational results which make use of finite elements

is excellent for the whole range of elasto-plastic response up to the point of col-
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Figure 8: Remote stress as a function of the apparent lattice strain. The solid line refers to
the analytical results which ignore the stretch and the geometric nonlinearity. The effect of
stretch (dashed line) and the geometric nonlinearity (chain line) are negligible for thin cell
walls.

lapse. The unit cell has been modelled as a 3D structure using the element type

C3D8I (8-node brick element, ) within the commercial code ABAQUS. This475

element has geometric as well as material non-linearity capability which could

be switched on or off at will. The number of degrees-of-freedom per node is 3

and the total number of elements over 25,000 which was arrived systematically

by increasing this till convergence was achieved well within 1%. The geometric

parameters of the lattice are h = l = 1 mm, b = t = 0.02 mm, θ = 30◦. The480

material parameters are E = 209 GPa and σy = 240 MPa. It is interesting to

note that the absence of stretch in the model overestimates the apparent stress

required for the specified value of apparent strain up to the collapse.

Consider next the role of geometric non-linearity as it may be argued that

it could have impact on the response of lattice structures loaded remotely. An485

overall stiffening of the structure due to geometric non-linearity is observed in

the inset of figure 8 as the curve corresponding to the inclusion of geometric non-

linearity in addition to stretch is slightly higher than that when only stretch is

considered (the chain line). These calculations are carried out on a unit cell.
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Figure 9: The effect of h/l ratio on the elastoplastic response of hexagonal lattices.

For the lattice parameters considered here (cell wall length to thickness ratio490

approximately equal to 25), stretch appears to have a greater influence on the

response than the geometric non-linearity.

Note that some experimental data is available in the literature, as cited in

the introductory section. However, these studies are unsuitable for direct com-

parison with the results obtained in our work because the scenario in the cited495

experimental works is rather complex involving compressive crushing, buckling

and self-contact of cell walls, which are ignored in the analysis presented here.

Here we restrict ourselves to providing benchmark results for remotely stretched

honeycombs under plastic deformation–no experimental result for such an ide-

alised situation exits in the literature. Having briefly considered higher order500

effects and their role in lattice elasto-plastic response, we now return to the main

purpose of the paper which is to study in detail the plasticity of such structured

material.

4. Scaling arguments and collapse of response curves

The analytical approach developed here affords results for lattice structure505

in a closed form. A reward of such an analysis is not only to have a benchmark
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result (under the assumptions of the model), but also the ability to infer trends

of the behaviour and their dependence on the parameters of the problem–as

opposed to computations and laboratory experimentation that obscure this in-

sight. On the other hand, both computational and physical experiments are510

extremely useful in suggesting the dominant features of the behaviour, in addi-

tion to guiding the analysis, in order to retain the most significant aspects of a

problem within a model. We carry out numerical calculations in this spirit first,

and then propose a scaling ansatz which unifies results for a family of problems

for the bending dominated lattice response under plastic deformation.515

4.1. The dependence of plastic behaviour on lattice parameters

The influence of the ratio of the height h and the length of the cell wall l

is now studied while keeping all other material and geometric parameters held

constant. By increasing the h/l ratio in steps of h/l = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, while other

material and geometric parameters of the lattice are held constant at t/l = 0.012,520

θ = 30o, E = 209 GPa, σy = 240 MPa, we observe that the stiffness of the lattice

structure decreases, which is evident from figure 9. This provides us with design

guideline for energy absorption applications that straight members should be

minimised for greater energy dissipation. By contrast, the plastic deformation

of rhomboidal cells occurs at a higher load, therefore in order to obtain the same525

amount of deformation as for honeycomb with longer straight vertical members,

a higher load is required. Thus higher energy absorption comes with a price:

the stiffness of the lattice becomes greater which is undesirable from the point

of view of dynamic energy absorption because this leads to higher dynamic peak

forces during impact. The trade-off between peak loads and the plastic energy530

absorption, that one frequently encounters in many crashworthiness application,

is evident here too.

The effect of h/l ratio on the lateral response is shown in figure 10. Clearly,

the apparent lattice properties are no longer isotropic. In the linear elastic range

of deformation, the apparent Poisson’s ratio and the apparent Young’s modulus535

both scale similarly with (h/l) according to (〈ν〉, 〈E〉) ∼ (hl−1 + sin θ)−1. Thus,
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Figure 10: (a) Plot of the remote stress σ∞ against the lateral strain ε⊥ for increasing values of
the non-dimensional ratio h/l. (b) The curves have been scaled with respect to their collapse
stress and maximum strain–all the curve in (a) collapse to a single master curve in (b).

the ratio σ∞/ε
⊥ becomes independent of h/l leading to a common slope for all

the curves in the linear range in figure 10 (a). However, in the plastic regime,

this is not valid. Cell wall yielding takes place at a lower level of apparent

remote stress because lower remote stress correspond to similar cell wall stress540

for greater h/l. This behaviour is observed from the numerical calculations and

is presented in figure 10 (a). The shape of the curves in figure 10 (a) appear

to be similar. This is confirmed upon scaling the variables with respect to the

maximum values of the lateral strain and the remote stress for each curve. The

results are presented in 10 (b) which shows collapse of all the data to a single545

curve.

The role of thickness to length ratio of a cell wall t/l is investigated next. The

ratio h/l = 1 is held constant, θ = 30◦, E = 209 GPa, σy = 240 MPa. The thick-

ness to cell wall length ratio is now varied as t/l = 0.0088, 0.0120, 0.0177, 0.0243.

For linear elasticity, it is well known that the apparent modulus scales according550

to 〈E〉 ∼ (t/l)3. When nonlinearity due to plasticity is present then this becomes

non-trivial except for the collapse calculation where remote stress correspond-

ing to collapse scales as per σCollapse ∼ (t/l)2. For the non-linear elasto-plastic

phase the behaviour appears to be complex and the parametric dependence

showing the effect of (t/l) on the apparent response is shown in figure 11 (a).555

The family of curves are drawn up to the point of collapse. As for the case
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of (h/l) ratio, the shape of the curves appears to be similar. Normalising the

variables with respect to the values at collapse for each curve results in nearly

identical curves–when superposed (see figure 11 b) the slight difference being

attributed to the stretch deformation in cell walls.560

The nearly overlapping curves in figure 11 (b) suggest the existence of some-

thing deeper that may enable us to collapse all apparent stress-apparent strain

curves onto a single non-linear function. Given that the elastic part of the de-

formation is due to the flexure of cell walls and the plasticity is manifested in

a complex plastic zone pattern through the thickness of each cell wall, we seek565

renormalisation of the loading and response variables in the hope that dimen-

sional groups may appear as appropriate scaling parameters that would achieve

this data collapse. A promising direction would be to seek such a universal

non-linear response curve for a single cell wall first, which could later be related

to lattice response via honeycomb geometry. This is taken up next.570

4.2. Separation of lattice geometry from cell wall properties, scaling arguments

and data collapse

Having considered hexagonal lattices for a lattice geometries that differ in

their lattice parameters such as l, h, and θ, we are now in a position to sep-

arate the cell wall mechanics from the kinematics of the lattice deformation.575

The similarity in the shapes of the parametric trends of the apparent stress vs

apparent strain of the elasto-plastic response of such structured material, as

observed previously, suggests the existence of scaling of variables and an appro-

priate renormalisation. For the linear response of bending dominated cellular

solids, the scaling of the apparent modulus of elasticity, as per 〈E〉 ∼ E(t/l)3,580

is not enough to collapse the non-linear deformation profiles to a single curve.

The process of identifying new stretch variables for the apparent strain and the

apparent stress is non-trivial. Because of a greater number of variables (e.g. the

yield stress σy) now, further arguments beyond dimensional homogeneity are

required. These could include physical reasoning and approximations. There585

is no guarantee that one would be able to be successful to obtain such renor-
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Figure 11: (a) Effects of the ratio between cell wall thickness t and strut length l on the
mechanical response of the lattice structure. (b) The curves have been scaled with respect to
their collapse stress and maximum strain they approximately overlap onto each other.

malisation: when this is possible, it is practically useful, theoretically unifying

and insightful. We will discover later in this section the appearance of terms in-

volving σy, t, l on scale factors for the apparent stress as well as apparent strain

relating a complex non-linear relationship.590

To develop scaling variables that collapse the non-linear response curves onto

a single master curve, consider a cantilever beam with transverse tip force P ,

axial force N , length L, thickness t and depth in the direction perpendicular to

the plane of deformations b (see inset in figure 12). The elastic-perfectly plastic

constitutive relationship is described by two material parameters: the Young’s595

modulus E and the yield stress σy. The tip deflection for this beam flexure

problem is given by δ. The scaling arguments for linear elasticity of cellular

solids with beam-like cell walls is straightforward and has been previously pre-

sented by Gibson and Ashby [1] and Warner et al. [32]. Here we develop scaling

relationships further for elasto-plasticity.600

Consider the functional relationship δ = δ(P,N,E, σy, L, t, b), for a regu-

lar hexagonal honeycomb so that h = l, which is an 8-variable problem while

applying Buckingham’s π-theorem. The reduction in variables is by just two
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here (since the variables that do not form a π-group themselves are length and

mass× length−2 which occurs in exactly the same form 4 times: in P,N,E, σy

and must be counted just once). Therefore, the above functional relationship

takes the following non-dimensional form

(δ/L) = f1
(
(P/(EL2)), (N/(EL2)), (σy/E), (t/L), (b/L)

)
. (14)

Dimensional homogeneity cannot take us any further. We need simplifications,

assumptions, and further physics in order to discover scaling laws–we will make

use of them, in turn, now. (i) The assumption of bending dominance of the

lattice architecture leads to δ/L becoming a weak function of (N/(EL2)), i.e.

(δ/L) = f2
(
(P/(EL2)), (σy/E), (t/L), (b/L)

)
. (ii) The scenario in the depth605

direction is identical in all the planes (i.e. the displacement field is independent

of the depth direction for beam mechanics), therefore (P/b) determines the

deflected shape completely. This requirement is satisfied by combining the first

and the last non-dimensional terms such that P/b appears together as a single

π-number. This results in (δ/L) = f3 ((P/(bLE)), (σy/E), (t/L)) .610

We still need further information to find t/L scaling. This is afforded by the

beam curvature-bending-moment relationship

κ =
∂2w

∂x2
∼ σy
Et

[
1− Px

bt2σy

]−1/2
(15)

where x is the local coordinate measured from the loaded end. Since curvature

κ ∼ δ/L2 and the term inside the brackets on the right side ∼ PL/(bt2σy), it

suggests the following scaling ansatz

δ

σyL2/(Et)
= F

(
P

σybt2/L

)
, (16)

where the unknown non-linear functionality F is yet to be determined. The

nature of this unknown function must be such that it is linear up to the point

of onset of plasticity.
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Figure 12: Plot of the non-dimensional force P against the transverse deflection δ of a can-
tilever beam subjected to transverse tip loads P and N . With a suitable scaling of variables
all the P -δ relationships collapse to a single master curve–thus providing us with the un-
known functionality F . The point (PYield, δYield) corresponds to the onset of plasticity,
whilst (PCollapse, δCollapse) to the collapse of the beam when the cross-section at the root is
fully plastic.

Clearly, in linear elasticity, δ ∼ P and δ ∼ (bt3)−1, the tip force for yielding

scales according to PYield ∼ σybt2/L, and the tip force for plastic collapse scales

as PCollapse ∼ σybt
2/L. So we could have alternatively sought a scaling ansatz

of the form
(δ/L)

(σy/E)
=

(
t

L

)α
f

(
P

σybt2/L

)
. (17)

Since, the above has to be valid for the linear elastic part of the curve dimen-

sional homogeneity results in α = −1, whence we arrive at the sought scaling615

law (16).

Thus we renormalise the variables according to δ = δ/(σyL
2/(Et)) and P =

P/(σybt
2/L) so that we get a ‘master-curve’ describing the non-linear elasto-

plastic behaviour of beams subjected to tip loads. This proposed master-curve

now includes all geometric and material parameters relevant to the mechanics of

such a cantilever beam and is presented in figure 12. All the curves for various

geometric and material data collapse to this line. This functionality can be
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conveniently expressed via the inverse relationship of (3.8) as

P = G(δ); (18)

as it was convenient to treat the elastic response δ as the dependent variable

whereas the force at the tip P as the independent variable to develop the rela-

tionship (3.8), but the curve in figure (12) and the stress-strain curve are fre-

quently presented with the response variables (defection or strain, respectively)620

as the independent variable.

Consider salient points on the non-linear functional relationship between the

applied force and the tip deflection. Smooth transition to plasticity is observed

in the functional relationship P (δ). We will denote this relationship via a generic

function G(x).625

The non-linear part of the sought functionality G(x) in equation (16) is

analytically tractable and is implicitly available via the relationships such as

equation (6) which could be specialised for zero axial force, as shown in figure

12. Two critical points on the curve (i) transition to plasticity when the first

outer fibre of a cell wall yields and (ii) plastic collapse when a cross-section

becomes wholly plastic can be analytically derived with relative ease. At the

onset of yielding, one obtains

PYield =
1

6
, and δYield =

2

3
(19)

as the non-dimensional force and the deflections at the onset of plasticity. The

corresponding value for collapse are calculated for the completely plastic state

of the cell wall cross-section as

PCollapse =
1

4
, and δCollapse =

40

27
(20)

which highlights that the collapse force is 50% higher than the force at which

yielding takes place. This value of the tip response of the cantilever beam is

obtained from the analytical expression for beam elasto-plasticity discussed in
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Section 2 when the axial force is set to zero.

Following a successful scaling analysis of tip deflection in non-linear elasto-

plastic deflection of a cell wall, we can infer the apparent elasto-plastic response

of infinite lattices subject to remotely applied stress. The apparent strain of

lattices scale as 〈ε〉 ∼ δ/L, the apparent stress scales as σ∞ ∼ P/(bL). This

suggests the functional relationship of the form 〈ε〉/〈ε〉ref ∝ F (σ∞/σ∞ref
) where

the reference values for the apparent strain and the remote stress need to be

established. The proportionality constant would depend on the lattice geometry

alone (i.e the length, angle etc. associated with cell walls, but not thickness or

material properties). For a lattice of characteristic cell wall length l, we have l ∼

L. Therefore, the functional form of the remote stress vs apparent strain curve

must be similar to that of the P − δ curve up to a yet to be determine scaling

of the two stress and strain variables. This can be mathematically expressed as

βσ∞ = G (α〈ε〉) (21)

where scale factors α and β are still to be determined. Here, the scaled remote

stress σ∞ and the scaled apparent strain 〈ε〉 are defined as

σ∞ =
σ∞

σyt2/l2
, and 〈ε〉 =

〈ε〉
σyl/(Et)

, (22)

respectively. Note the presence of the terms σy, t, l within the scaling parameters630

of both remote stress σ∞ and the apparent strain 〈ε〉 that are related non-linearly

via the function G. With the help of the scaling suggested by equation (3.7), and

hence equation (3.8), this has been possible. Previously known scaling such as

apparent modulus ∼ E(t/l)3, is unable to provide the stretch variables obtained

here. Further, for the linear part of G, terms cancel out in a way that the known635

apparent modulus scaling of 〈E〉 with t/l and E reappears naturally.

Given the limits of the P − δ curve, we conclude that 0 ≤ α〈ε〉 ≤ 40/27 and

0 ≤ βσ∞ ≤ 1/4. Similarity between the P − δ and the σ∞−〈ε〉 curves suggests

that there must be correspondence between physically corresponding point on
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the two curves. One such point is that of onset of yielding, characterised on the

P − δ curve by equation (3.11). Therefore, we must have

α〈ε〉Yield = 2/3, and β (σ∞)Yield = 1/6. (23)

We are now able to develop analytical functional relationship which would

make used of the functionality of the master curve G(x) for lattices. To illustrate

this for the regular hexagonal lattices, consider the maximum bending moment

in the cell walls due to remote stress σ∞ as M = 3σ∞bl
2/8. Equating this

to the fully plastic moment σybt
2/6, we obtain (σ∞)Yield = 4/9. Substituting

this into (23), we obtain β = 3/8. In the proportional range, the stress-strain

relationship for regular hexagonal lattices is given by σ∞ = 4〈E〉/
√

3 which,

upon non-dimensionalisation, results in

(σ∞)Yield

〈ε〉Yield
=

4√
3
, (24)

whence 〈ε〉Yield = 1/(3
√

3). Substituting this into (23), we obtain α = 2
√

3.

Thus we have an analytical response relationship for the lattice in terms of the

beam defection function G(x) as

3

8
σ∞ = G

(
2
√

3〈ε〉
)
. (25)

This curve is found to be very close to that obtained numerically (not shown

for brevity), the difference being mainly attributable to the neglect of stretch

deformation in the analysis.

The approach presented here is general with the potential for application640

to the response calculation of more complex lattice architectures. One of the

important implications of equation (21) is that one is able to calculate the com-

plete non-linear response of a complex elastic lattice which is bending dominated

by carrying out a linear analysis, provided one is able to analytically calculate

another point (but not the whole curve) on the σ∞−〈ε〉 relationship. One such645
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point is the onset of yield, as used above. Another possibility is that of the

collapse point. The rest of the non-linear functionality is given by the function

G(x). In this manner, the argument developed in this section enables us to ob-

tain analytical stress-strain curves for any lattice, in principle, as long as we are

able to calculate certain identifiable points on the apparent stress-strain curve.650

Thus, we are able to separate the cell wall mechanics characterised via figure 12

from the kinematics of cell walls that depend on the lattice geometry. The two

together afford the apparent stress-strain relationship such as the one above in

equation (25).

Correspondence of points on the P − δ and the σ∞− 〈ε〉 curves allows us to

obtain other interesting pieces of information without extra effort. For example,

equation (25) implies that the stress at collapse would given by 3(σ∞)Collapse/8 =

1/4 and 2
√

3〈ε〉Collapse = 40/27. The first of these for regular hexagonal lat-

tices results in the well known formula for collapse [1] as (σ∞)Collapse = (2/3)×

σyt
2/l2, whereas the apparent strain at the point of collapse is given by

〈ε〉Collapse =

(
20

27
√

3

)
σyl

Et
, (26)

a result not previously known. Note that the determination of the scale factors655

α or β did not make use of the collapse values on the P − δ curve. In spite

of this, the corresponding values on the σ∞ − 〈ε〉 curve can now be predicted.

Numerically obtained value of 〈ε〉Collapse = 0.41 agrees very favourably with the

theoretically predicted one of 20/27
√

3. Of course, these analytical formulas

are approximate up to ignoring shear, axial strain, geometric non-linearity etc.660

as stated earlier. Also the analytical knowledge that strain at collapse scales

linearly with the yield stress and the lattice characteristic length whereas it is

inversely proportional to the Young’s modulus and the cell wall thickness are

very useful pieces of design information.
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5. Conclusions665

Honeycomb lattices are analysed here for plastic response and recoil starting

from transition to plasticity up to collapse. The simplification of the cell wall

mechanics using a beam idealisation coupled with lattice kinematics enables

us to obtain analytical results. The underlying material behaviour is assumed

to be elastic-perfectly-plastic which leads to a smooth apparent stress-strain670

relationship for the lattice.

The main contributions of the present work are summarised as follows. (a)

A benchmark analytical solution for honeycomb plastic response was provided

for the first time. Such problems have been studied computationally and ex-

perimentally before, but without any analytical success. (b) On the basis of the675

analytical framework developed in (a), we have obtained results, also analyti-

cally, for recoil of honeycombs post-plastic deformation. These calculations are

not only theoretically significant, they are critical in many applications such as

the assessment of recoil in stents. (c) The present work provides a framework

to obtain design sensitivities analytically for a complex non-linear response.680

This are present in the dimensional groups used for the renormalisation of the

apparent strain and the remote stress. (d) Scaling transformations that are non-

trivial as they require physical arguments in addition to dimensional homogene-

ity, were developed successfully. This affords a ‘non-linear master deformation

profile’ –thus collapsing data for all the combinations of lattice and material685

parameters. (e) A separation of the non-linear mechanics of the cell wall and

the lattice kinematics is achieved. This, together with the scaling transforma-

tions, enables response curves to be transformed to a single curve for various

parametric changes. (f) The ‘master curve’ was fully characterised for critical

points such as at transition to plasticity, collapse, relevant slope and shape, via690

non-dimensional numbers and non-dimensional functions describing shapes. (g)

Using a kinematic argument, we show that the apparent Poisson’s ratio of the

honeycomb during plastic phase of deformation remains the same as that during

the elastic phase. (h) Response of auxetic lattices under plastic deformation is
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presented for the first time.695

In summary, here we provide a benchmark analytical solution in the area

of non-linear plastic response of hexagonal honeycombs with potential appli-

cations to a range of problems in applied mechanics, engineering and design.

These could span from biomedical devices to crash and impact studies. Further

work applied specifically to the design of cardiovascular stents will be presented700

elsewhere.
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